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HOMOGENEOUS VECTOR BUNDLES AND INTERTWINING OPERATORS FOR
SYMMETRIC DOMAINS
GADADHAR MISRA AND HARALD UPMEIER
Abstract. The main features of homogeneous Cowen-Douglas operators, well-known for the unit
disk, are generalized to the setting of hermitian bounded symmetric domains of arbitrary rank.
0. Introduction
The well-known Cowen-Douglas theory of operators (resp. operator tuples) possessing an open set
of (joint) eigenvalues, has been implemented by A. Koranyi and G. Misra [10, 11] for the so-called
homogeneous operators on the unit disk, leading to a full classification up to unitary equivalence.
The unit disk is the basic example of a bounded hermitian symmetric domain. In this paper the
major results for homogeneous operator tuples are generalized to all (irreducible) bounded symmetric
domains D = G/K of arbitrary rank. More precisely, for the bi-holomorphic automorphism group G of
D we realize some of the irreducible unitary (discrete series) representations on ’little’ Hilbert spaces
H2ν (D,PλZ), for some ν > 0 and an integer partition λ, consisting of holomorphic functions on the
bounded symmetric domain D and possessing a reproducing kernel. As our main construction, we then
consider a ’big’ Hilbert space H2ν,c(D,P
nZ) with a unitary G-action, as a weighted direct sum with
weights determined by a tuple c of positive real numbers, which also possesses a covariant reproducing
kernel. There is a natural action of the polynomial ring, or more generally, the C∗-algebra generated
by the multiplication by polynomials and their adjoints, on both the little and the big Hilbert spaces.
In this setting, our main results are (i) the ’Peter-Weyl’ decomposition of the big Hilbert space into G-
irreducible components described via intertwining differential operators, (ii) a criterion for boundedness
of multiplication operators, and (iii) the proof of irreducibility of the associated homogeneous hermitian
vector bundles under the multiplier action. Our results are new even in the special case of the unit
ball in Cd, where the general theory leads to explicit formulas for the intertwining operators and the
classification of reproducing kernels.
1. Review of homogeneous Cowen-Douglas operators
To put our work into perspective, we first outline the relation to the standard approach to Cowen-
Douglas theory. Consider an open subset D ⊂ C. In a very influential paper [3], Cowen and Douglas
isolated a class of operators Bk(D) of operators T
∗ on a complex Hilbert space H such that (i) for each
w ∈ D, the conjugate w is an eigenvalue of constant multiplicity k, (ii) the collection of all k-dimensional
eigenspaces
Vw := ker(T ∗ − w) ⊂ H ∀w ∈ D
is total inH, and (iii) given any w0 ∈ D, there exists an anti-holomorphic choice of k linearly independent
eigenvectors
w 7→ K1w, . . . ,Kkw (1.1)
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for w in some neighborhood U of w0. Putting
Kwξ =
k∑
i=1
ξiKiw ∀ ξ ∈ V := Ck
we obtain linear isomorphisms
Kw : V → Vw ∀w ∈ U (1.2)
which depend anti-holomorphically on w ∈ U. In the multi-variable case of domains D ⊂ Cd, Curto
and Salinas [5] introduced the class Bk(D) of commuting d-tuples
(T ∗1 , . . . , T
∗
d ) (1.3)
of operators on H, such that (i) for each w ∈ D the adjoint tuple w ∈ Cd is a joint eigenvalue of
constant multiplicity k and (ii) the collection of all joint eigenspaces
Vw :=
d⋂
j=1
ker(T ∗j − wj) ⊂ H ∀w ∈ D
is total in H. Curto and Salinas list conditions on a commuting d-tuple which implies (iii) the existence
of an anti-holomorphic choice (1.1) of k linearly independent joint eigenvectors in some neighborhood
U of an arbitrary w0 ∈ D. Under these conditions, the eigenbundle
V :=
⋃
w∈D
Vw ⊂ D ×H
of the operator tuple (1.3) becomes a hermitian holomorphic vector bundle over D. Thus every
local holomorphic section σ : U → V has a trivialization
σ˜z := K∗zσz ∈ V ∀ z ∈ U, (1.4)
which is a holomorphic map σ˜ : U → V. On the other hand, every Φ ∈ H induces a global section
z 7→ Φ˜z := ι∗zΦ ∈ Vz ∀ z ∈ D (1.5)
of V , where ιz : Vz → H is the inclusion map. The local trivialization
Φ˜˜z = K∗zΦ˜z = K∗zι∗zΦ = (ιzKz)∗Φ = K∗zΦ ∀ z ∈ U (1.6)
shows that these sections are holomorphic. Since the realization (1.5) is injective due to condition (ii),
we may replace H by a Hilbert space of holomorphic sections of V . Then the d-tuple T = (T1, . . . , Td)
is conjugate to the commuting tuple z◦j of multiplication operators by the coordinate functions zj : In
fact, T ∗j ιz = zjιz implies
TjΦ˜ z = ι∗zTjΦ = (T ∗j ιz)∗Φ = (zjιz)∗Φ = zj(ι∗zΦ) = zj · Φ˜z.
More generally, denoting by f◦ the (module) action by multiplication operators, we have
f(T )Φ
˜
z
= f(z)Φ˜z = (f◦Φ)z (1.7)
for all polynomials f ∈ C[z1, . . . , zd]. The papers [3, 4, 5] provide a 1-1 correspondence between unitary
equivalence classes of operators in Bk(D) and the corresponding equivalence classes of holomorphic
Hermitian eigenbundles, with equivalence determined modulo a holomorphic change of frames.
In our setting of symmetric spaces of non-compact type, the eigenbundle has a global holomorphic
trivialization, so that (1.2), (1.4) and (1.6) hold for U = D. Thus we may identify H with a Hilbert
space of holomorphic maps Φ : D → V by identifying Φ ∈ H with Φ˜˜ : D → V. Define
Kz,w := K∗zKw ∈ End(V ) ∀ z, w ∈ D.
For every η ∈ V, the element Kwη ∈ Vw ⊂ H induces the holomorphic section
Kwη˜ z = ι∗zKwη
with trivialization
K˜wη˜ z = K∗zKwη˜ z = K∗zι∗zKwη = K∗zKwη = Kz,wη.
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Identifying Φ = Φ˜˜ and (Kwη)z = K˜wη˜ z = Kz,wη, it follows that Kz becomes the adjoint of the evaluationmap
Φz = K∗zΦ ∀ z ∈ D
and we have the reproducing kernel property
(Φw|η)V = (Φ˜˜w|η)V = (K∗wΦ|η)V = (Φ|Kwη)H = (Φ|K˜wη˜ )H = (Φ|Kwη)H (1.8)
for all Φ ∈ H ⊂ O(D,V ). We use Hilbert space inner products that are conjugate-linear in the first
variable. Applying (1.8) to Kzξ ∈ H we obtain
(Kzξ|Kwη)H = ((Kzξ)w |η)V = (Kz,wξ|η)V ∀ z, w ∈ D, ∀ ξ, η ∈ V.
Assuming that Kw,w is invertible we have KwK−1w,wK∗w = idVw . It follows that
(Φ˜w|Ψ˜w)Vw = (ι∗wΦ|ι∗wΨ)H = (ι∗wΦ|KwK−1w,wK∗wι∗wΨ)H
= (K∗wι∗wΦ|K−1w,wK∗wι∗wΨ)V = (Φ˜˜w|K−1w,wΨ˜˜w)V = (Φw|K−1w,wΨw)V
for all Φ,Ψ ∈ H. Thus the hermitian fibre metric on the vector bundle V is given by K−1w,w. Then
the d-tuple (1.3) is conjugate to the commuting tuple z◦j of multiplication operators by the coordinate
functions
(TjΦ)z = zj Φz = (z
◦
jΦ)z ∀ z ∈ D.
In this paper we are concerned with equivariant vector bundles. Let G be a Lie group acting biholo-
morphically on D, such that each g ∈ G lifts to an automorphism of π : V → D, i.e. a diffeomorphism
(linear on fibres) g˜ : V → V such that π ◦ g˜ = g ◦π, and g1g2˜ = g˜1g˜2 for all g1, g2 ∈ G. Let g˜z : Vz → Vgzdenote the restriction of g˜ to Vz, and consider the action g˜α on holomorphic sections σ : D → V definedby
(g˜α σ)gz = g˜z σz ∀ z ∈ D.
Now assume that H carries a (projective) unitary representation gα of G such that
gαΦ˜ = g˜αΦ˜ ∀Φ ∈ H.
Thus
ι∗gz g
αΦ = gαΦ˜ gz = (g˜αΦ˜)gz = g˜zΦ˜z = g˜z ι∗zΦ,
showing that ι∗gz g
α = g˜z ι∗z . Using the adjoint g˜∗z : Vgz → Vz, we obtain
ιgz = g
α ιz g˜∗z.
This implies gα Vz = Vgz . Since Kgz and gαKz are both isomorphisms V → Vgz, there exists a unique
’cocyle’ [g]z ∈ GL(V ) with the property
Kgz = gαKz [g]∗z.
Taking adjoints, we obtain the identity
(gαΦ)gz = K∗gzgαΦ = [g]z K∗zΦ = [g]z Φz
for all Φ ⊂ O(D,V ). Thus the action gα is a multiplier action
(g−αΦ)z = [g]−1z Φgz ∀ z ∈ D.
Since gα is unitary it follows that
Kgz,gw = K∗gzKgw = (gαKz [g]∗z)∗gαKw[g]∗w = [g]zK∗zKw[g]∗w = [g]zKz,w[g]∗w. (1.9)
Assuming that (1.7) holds for a larger algebra A of holomorphic functions f on D which is invari-
ant under the group action (e.g., all bounded holomorphic functions), we obtain the imprimitivity
relations
f◦(gαΦ) = gα (f ◦ g)◦Φ ∀ f ∈ A.
In fact, for any Φ ∈ H ⊂ O(D,V ) and z ∈ D we have
(f◦(gαΦ))gz = f(gz) (gαΦ)gz = (f ◦ g)(z) [g]z Φz = [g]z((f ◦ g)◦Φ)z = (gα (f ◦ g)◦Φ)gz .
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Another result of [3] says that T is irreducible if and only if the vector bundle V is irreducible. In the
homogeneous setting the Hermitian structure of the vector bundle V may be irreducible, even if the
action of the group of automorphisms on the sections of the vector bundle V is reducible. When the
module action is continuous, this is exactly the same as the irreducibility of the d-tuple of the adjoint
of the multiplication operators on the sections of the vector bundle V .
2. Homogeneous vector bundles on symmetric Domains
In this section we construct holomorphic cocycles and their associated homogeneous vector bundles on
hermitian bounded symmetric domains of arbitrary rank. It is well known [8, 12] that these domains can
be algebraically described in terms of Jordan algebras and Jordan triples. Let Z be an irreducible
hermitian Jordan triple of rank r, with Jordan triple product denoted by (uv∗)w = {uv∗w} for all
u, v, w ∈ Z. The quadratic representation is defined by
Qu z := {uz∗u}. (2.1)
Define the Bergman endomorphism Bu,v ∈ End(Z) by
Bu,v = I − 2u v∗ +QuQv ∀u, v ∈ Z.
Let K ⊂ GL(Z) denote the compact linear group of all Jordan triple automorphisms. The complexified
group C = KC consists of all invertible linear maps h ∈ GL(Z) satisfying
hQz h
∗ = Qhz ∀ z ∈ Z. (2.2)
Here h∗ is the adjoint relative to the K-invariant inner product
(u|v) := 2
p
tr uv∗,
where p is the so-called genus. We have
h−1Bu,v h = Bh−1u, h∗v
for all h ∈ KC. The (spectral) unit ball
D = {z ∈ Z : B(z, z) > 0} ⊂ Z
is an irreducible hermitian bounded symmetric domain. The identity component G of the biholomorphic
automorphism group of D is a semi-simple real Lie group and D = G/K, with K = {g ∈ G| g(0) = 0}
the stabilizer at the origin 0 ∈ D. A pair (z, w) ∈ Z ×Z is called quasi-invertible if Bz,w ∈ GL(Z) is
invertible. In this case, the element
zw := B−1z,w(z −Qz w) ∈ Z
is called the quasi-inverse. Its exact denominator is the quasi-determinant ∆z,w, an (inhomoge-
neous) sesqui-polynomial which satisfies
detBz,w = ∆
p
z,w.
The covariance formula
Bgz,gw = (∂zg)Bz,w (∂wg)
∗ ∀ g ∈ G (2.3)
implies
∆gz,gw = det(∂zg)
1/p∆z,w det(∂wg)
1/p ∀ g ∈ G. (2.4)
Therefore the G-invariant measures on D have the form
dµ(x) = c · ∆−px,x dx, (2.5)
where c > 0 is a constant and dx denotes Lebesgue measure on Z. By [12] the compact dual space Zˆ
of Z, called the conformal compactification of Z has a Jordan theoretic description in terms of the
quasi-inverse. The group GC of all biholomorphic automorphisms of Zˆ has a decomposition
GC = P−KC P+,
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where P− consists of all translations
tw z := z + w, w ∈ Z
and P+ consists of all rational transformations
tw z := z
−w, w ∈ Z.
Then Zˆ = GC/KC P+. For all h ∈ KC we have
h tw h
−1 = thw (2.6)
and h−1(zw) = (h−1 z)h
∗w, or equivalently
h−1 tw h = th∗w. (2.7)
One can show [12] that
tw tz = tz−w B
−1
z,−w tw−z (2.8)
whenever (z,−w) is quasi-invertible. For any x ∈ D we define the transvection
gx := txB
1/2
x,x tx ∈ G (2.9)
using the sesqui-holomorphic square-root (z, w) 7→ B1/2z,w on the simply-connected domain D×D deter-
mined by B
1/2
0,0 = id.
Definition 2.1. Let C be a complex Lie subgroup of GC containing KC. A mapping
G×D → C, (g, z) 7→ [g]z,
is called a C-valued holomorphic cocycle if for every g ∈ G the map D ∋ z 7→ [g]z ∈ C is holomorphic
and the cocycle identity
[g1 g2]z = [g1]g2(z) [g2]z (2.10)
holds for all g1, g2 ∈ G and z ∈ D. We assume in addition that
[k]z = k ∀ k ∈ K. (2.11)
Definition 2.2. Consider a holomorphic C-valued cocycle and an irreducible holomorphic represen-
tation of C on a complex vector space V, endowed with a K-invariant inner product (φ|ψ)V . The
V -valued Bergman space H2ν (D,V ) consists of all holomorphic maps D ∋ z 7→ Φz ∈ V which are
square-integrable under the inner product
(Φ|Ψ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x ([gx]
−1
0 Φx| [gx]−10 Ψx)V . (2.12)
Here ν is a parameter which is sufficiently large to ensure that H2ν (D,V ) contains all polynomial maps
in the variable z.
In this definition the inner product is given in terms of a measure on D. Later, we will consider
more general parameters ν in the so-called (continuous) Wallach set, which are obtained via analytic
continuation. For some special values of ν, the corresponding inner products may still be defined via
semi-invariant measures on boundary orbits of G, but in general there is no measure theoretic realization
anymore.
Proposition 2.3. For a holomorphic map Φ : D → V we put
(g−αΦ)z = [g]−1z · Φgz ∀ (g, z) ∈ G×D.
Then
(g−αν Φ)z = det(∂zg)ν/p (g−αΦ)z (2.13)
defines a unitary (projective) representation of G on H2ν (D,V ).
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Proof. Clearly, g−αν Φ : D → V is holomorphic, and we have gαν1 gαν2 = (g1 g2)αν whenever g1, g2 ∈ G,
since (2.10) implies
(g−αν2 g
−αν
1 Φ)z = det(∂zg2)
ν/p [g2]
−1
z · (g−αν1 Φ)g2(z)
= det(∂zg2)
ν/p [g2]
−1
z · det(∂g2(z)g1)ν/p [g1]−1g2(z) Φg1(g2(z)) = det(∂z(g1 g2))
ν/p [g1 g2]
−1
z Φ(g1 g2)(z).
More precisely, this identity holds up to a constant multiple depending on g1, g2 if ν/p is not an integer.
To show unitarity, note that for any x ∈ D and g ∈ G, we have g gx = ggxk for a suitable k ∈ K. It
follows that
[g]x [gx]0 = [g gx]0 = [ggxk]0 = [ggx]0 [k]0 = [ggx]0 k
by (2.10) and (2.11). By K-invariance we obtain(
[gx]
−1
0 [g]
−1
x φ
∣∣∣ [gx]−10 [g]−1x ψ)
V
=
(
k−1 [ggx]
−1
0 φ
∣∣∣ k−1 [ggx]−10 ψ)
V
=
(
[ggx]
−1
0 φ
∣∣∣ [ggx]−10 ψ)
V
for all φ, ψ ∈ V . Using the G-invariant measure (2.5), we obtain(
g−αν Φ
∣∣∣g−αν Ψ) = ∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x
(
[gx]
−1
0 (g
−αν Φ)x
∣∣∣ [gx]−10 (g−αν Ψ)x)
V
=
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x | det(∂xg)|2ν/p
(
[gx]
−1
0 [g]
−1
x Φgx
∣∣∣ [gx]−10 [g]−1x Ψgx)
V
=
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νgx,gx
(
[ggx]
−1
0 Φgx| [ggx]−10 Ψgx
)
V
=
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x
(
[gx]
−1
0 Φx
∣∣∣ [gx]−10 Ψx)
V
= (Φ|Ψ).

The distinction between gα and gαν made in the previous proposition isolates the role of the ’quan-
tization’ or ’deformation’ parameter ν. Alternatively, one could adapt the cocycle [g]z to incorporate
the parameter ν. Geometrically, this means tensoring V by a suitable power of a line bundle.
Our first example concerns the group C = KC.
Proposition 2.4. For every g ∈ G, the complex derivative ∂zg ∈ GL(Z) at z ∈ D belongs to KC,
giving a holomorphic cocycle
G×D → KC, (g, z) 7→ ∂zg.
Proof. In view of (2.2), the identity [12]
Bu,v Qz Bv,u = QBu,vz
shows that Bu,v ∈ KC whenever (u, v) is quasi-invertible. Since tx(0) = 0 and B1/2x,x is linear, we have
gx(0) = tx(0) = x. Since
∂ztx = B
−1
z,−x
it follows that
∂zgx = B
1/2
x,x B
−1
z,−x (2.14)
belongs to KC for all z, x ∈ D. In particular,
∂0gx = B
1/2
x,x . (2.15)
Since ∂zk = k for all k ∈ K, the first assertion follows. The chain rule implies the cocycle identity
∂z(g1 g2) = (∂g2zg1)(∂zg2) for all g1, g2 ∈ G and z ∈ D. 
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In order to find irreducible holomorphic representations of KC, consider the algebra PZ of all holo-
morphic polynomials φ : Z → C, with the holomorphic action π defined by
(h−π φ)(ζ) := φ(hζ) ∀h ∈ KC.
By [14, 17] there is a multiplicity-free Peter-Weyl decomposition
PZ =
∑
λ
PλZ
into irreducible KC-submodules PλZ, which are pairwise inequivalent. Here λ runs over all integer
partitions
λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λr ≥ 0
of length ≤ r. Using the Fischer-Fock inner product
(φ|ψ)F :=
∫
Z
dω
πd
e−(ω|ω) φ(ω)ψ(ω),
it follows that there is an expansion
e(ζ|ω) =
∑
λ
Eλζ,ω ∀ ζ, ω ∈ Z,
where
Eλζ,ω =
∑
m
φmλ (ζ)φ
m
λ (ω) (2.16)
is the reproducing kernel of PλZ, and φmλ is any orthonormal basis of PλZ.
Definition 2.5. For a fixed partition λ, the little Hilbert space H2ν (D, PλZ) consists of all holo-
morphic maps D ∋ z 7→ Φz(ζ) ∈ PλZ which are square-integrable under the inner product
(Φ|Ψ) :=
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x (Φx|Ψx ◦Bx,x)F . (2.17)
Here the parameter ν is sufficiently large to ensure that H2ν (D,PλZ) contains all polynomial maps in
the variable z.
Proposition 2.6. For a holomorphic map Φ : D → PλZ we put
(g−αΦ)z(ζ) = Φg(z)((∂zg)ζ) ∀ (g, z) ∈ G×D.
Then
(g−αν Φ)z(ζ) = det(∂zg)ν/p (g−αΦ)z(ζ) = det(∂zg)ν/pΦg(z)(∂zg)ζ) (2.18)
defines a unitary (projective) representation of G on H2ν (D, PλZ).
Proof. Since Bx,x ∈ KC is self-adjoint, we have
(φ ◦ (∂0gx)|ψ ◦ (∂0gx))F = (φ ◦B1/2x,x |ψ ◦B1/2x,x )F = (φ|ψ ◦Bx,x)F
for φ, ψ ∈ PλZ. Now the assertion follows as a special case of Proposition (2.3). 
The representation (2.18) is irreducible and belongs to the holomorphic discrete series of G if
ν is sufficiently large. For the ’empty’ partition λ = 0 we may identify P0Z = C with the constant
functions. Thus we obtain the usual scalar-valued weighted Bergman space H2ν (D,C).
Example 2.7. For the unit disk D and λ ∈ N, H2ν (D,PλC) consists of holomorphic maps
z 7→ pz(ζ) = ζλ p(z)
on D, with the G-action
(g−αν p)z(ζ) = (∂zg)ν/2 p(gz)((∂zg)ζ)λ = (∂zg)λ+ν/2 p(gz) ζλ =
ζλ
(cz + d)2λ+ν
p(g(z)).
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It follows that
(g−αν p)(z) =
p(g(z))
(cz + d)2λ+ν
.
Our main construction involves the group C = KC P+.
Proposition 2.8. The translations z 7→ tz define a holomorphic map D → GC, and
[g]z := t
−1
g(z) g tz = (∂zg)t−g−1(0)z (2.19)
is a holomorphic cocycle with values in KC P+.
Proof. The cocycle identity
[g1]g2z [g2]z = t
−1
g1 (g2z)
g1 tg2z t
−1
g2z g2 tz = t
−1
(g1 g2)(z)
g1 g2 tz = [g1 g2]z
follows from the definition. For k ∈ K we have [k]z = t−1kz k tz = k. For the proof of (2.19) note that for
the transvections (2.9) we have, in view of (2.6), (2.8) and (2.14),
[gx]z = t
−1
gx(z)
gx tz = t
−1
gx(z)
txB
1/2
x,x tx tz = t
−1
gx(z)−xB
1/2
x,x tx tz = t
−1
B
1/2
x,x (z−x)
B1/2x,x tx tz
= B1/2x,x t
−1
z−x tx tz = B
1/2
x,x t
−1
z−x tz−x B
−1
z,−x tx−z = B
1/2
x,x B
−1
z,−x tx−z = (∂zgx) tx−z .
This shows
[gx]z = (∂zgx) tx−z .
In particular
[gx]0 = B
1/2
x,x tx. (2.20)
For the general case, write g = gx k, where x = g(0) and k ∈ K. Then the cocycle identity implies
[g]z = [gx k]z = [gx]kz [k]z = [gx]kz k = (∂kzgx)tx−kz k
= ∂z(gx k) k
−1 tx−kz k = (∂zg) tk−1(x−kz) = (∂zg) t(k−1x)−z
with k−1x = −k−1 g−1x (0) = −(gx k)−1(0) = −g−1(0). 
An irreducible representation of GC, in fact of KCP+, is obtained as follows. For fixed n ∈ N the
polynomials
∆n−ω(ζ) := ∆
n
ζ,−ω,
where ω ∈ Z is arbitrary, span a finite-dimensional subspace PnZ ⊂ PZ. There exists a holomorphic
representation πn of G
C on PnZ defined by
(γ−πnφ)(ζ) = det(∂ζγ)−n/p φ(γ(ζ)) (2.21)
for all γ ∈ GC, ζ ∈ Z and φ ∈ PnZ. In analogy to the group SL(2,C), we call this the spin represen-
tation of level n. Now consider the multi-variable Pochhammer symbol [8]
(ν)λ :=
r∏
j=1
(ν − a
2
(j − 1))λj
and the Faraut-Kora´nyi formula [8]
∆−νζ,ω =
∑
λ
(ν)λ Eλζ,ω. (2.22)
Since (−n)λ vanishes whenever λ1 > n we obtain the Peter-Weyl decomposition
PnZ =
∑
λ≤n
PλZ (2.23)
labelled by the
(
n+r
r
)
partitions λ of length ≤ r with largest part λ1 ≤ n. The general K-invariant inner
product on PnZ is therefore given by
(φ|ψ) =
∑
λ≤n
bλ(φλ|ψλ)F
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for arbitrary constants bλ > 0. Here we write
φ =
∑
λ≤n
φλ, (2.24)
where φλ ∈ PλZ is the Peter-Weyl component. Every h ∈ KC acts via a diagonal operator. For
bλ = 1 we obtain the Fock inner product on PnZ ⊂ PZ. On the other hand, the inner product on PnZ,
determined by
(∆n−ζ |∆n−ω)U = ∆nζ,−ω ∀ ζ, ω ∈ Z,
is even invariant under the compact form U of GC, consisting of all biholomorphic isometries of Zˆ. This
inner product is obtained by putting
bλ = (−1)|λ|(−n)λ =
r∏
j=1
(−1)λj (−n− a
2
(j − 1))λj =
r∏
j=1
(n− λj + a
2
(j − 1) + 1)λj .
Note that n− λj ≥ 0 by assumption. In fact, by (2.22) we have
∆n−ζ =
∑
λ≤n
(−n)λ Eλ−ζ =
∑
λ≤n
(−1)|λ|(−n)λ Eλζ .
Using orthogonality this implies∑
λ≤n
(−1)|λ|(−n)λ Eλζ,ω = ∆nζ,−ω = (∆n−ζ |∆n−ω)U =
∑
λ≤n
∑
µ≤n
(−1)|λ|(−n)λ(−1)|µ|(−n)µ (Eλζ |Eµω )U
=
∑
λ≤n
(−n)2λ (Eλζ |Eλω)U =
∑
λ≤n
bλ(−n)2λ (Eλζ |Eλω)F =
∑
λ≤n
bλ(−n)2λ Eλζ,ω
showing that bλ(−n)λ = (−1)|λ|.
Definition 2.9. Let (φ|ψ) be anyK-invariant inner product on PnZ. The big Hilbert space H2ν (D,PnZ)
consists of all holomorphic maps D ∋ z 7→ Φz(ζ) ∈ PnZ which are square-integrable under the inner
product
(Φ|Ψ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x (∆
n
ζ,−xΦx(B
1/2
x,x ζ
−x)|∆nζ,−xΨx(B1/2x,x ζ−x)).
Here the parameter ν is sufficiently large to ensure that H2ν (D,PnZ) contains all polynomial maps in
the variable z.
Proposition 2.10. For holomorphic maps Φ : D → PnZ we put
(g−β Φ)z(ζ) := [g]−1z Φg(z)(ζ) = det(∂z+ζg)
−n/pΦg(z)(g(z + ζ) − g(z)) ∀ (g, z) ∈ G×D.
Then
(g−βν Φ)z(ζ) := det(∂zg)(ν+n)/p (g−βΦ)z(ζ) = det(∂zg)(ν+n)/p det(∂z+ζg)−n/pΦg(z)(g(z + ζ)− g(z))
(2.25)
defines a (projective) unitary representation of G on H2ν (D,PnZ).
Proof. By definition we have
[g]z(ζ) = t
−1
g(z) g tz(ζ) = t
−1
g(z) g(z + ζ) = g(z + ζ)− g(z)
and therefore
∂ζ [g]z = ∂z+ζg
for all g ∈ G, z ∈ D and ζ ∈ Z. It follows that
([g]−1z φ)(ζ) = det(∂ζ [g]z)
−n/p φ([g]z(ζ)) = det(∂z+ζg)−n/p φ(g(z + ζ) − g(z)).
for any φ ∈ PnZ. Since [gx]0 = B1/2x,x tx by (2.20) it follows that ∂ζ [gx]0 = B1/2x,x (∂ζ tx) = B1/2x,xB−1ζ,−x and
we obtain
([gx]
−1
0 ψ)(ζ) =
(
detB1/2x,x B
−1
ζ,−x
)−n/p
ψ(B1/2x,x tx(ζ)) = ∆
−n/2
x,x ∆
n
ζ,−x ψ(B
1/2
x,x ζ
−x).
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Now the assertion follows as a special case of Proposition (2.3). 
Example 2.11. The unit disk D ⊂ C has genus p = 2 and H2ν (D,PnC) consists of holomorphic maps
D×C Φ−→ C, (z, ζ) 7→ Φz(ζ)
such that Φz(ζ) is a polynomial of degree ≤ n in ζ. The action of g =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ G = SU(1, 1) is
(g−βν Φ)z(ζ) = (∂zg)(ν+n)/2 (∂z+ζg)−n/2Φg(z) (g(z + ζ) − g(z))
=
(c(z + ζ) + d)n
(cz + d)ν+n
Φg(z)
( ζ
(c(z + ζ) + d)(cz + d)
)
.
Since Φg(z) is a polynomial of degree ≤ n, this action yields again polynomials in ζ of degree ≤ n.
Our first result concerning the cocycle (2.19) generalizes the canonical realization in terms of certain
’shift operators’ in the 1-dimensional case [10]. We first define shift operators in our multi-dimensional
setting. The Peter-Weyl decomposition (2.23) implies that any operator T on PnZ is described by an
operator matrix T λµ : PλZ → PµZ, indexed by partitions λ, µ ≤ n, via
(Tφ)µ =
∑
λ≤n
T λµ φλ ∀µ ≤ n.
Using the partial ordering of partitions under the inclusion relation, we call the matrix (T λµ ) lower-
triangular if the non-zero entries T λµ occur only for λ ⊂ µ. The matrix will be called a shift if the
only nonzero entries are of the form T λλ+ǫi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r, where ǫi is the i-th unit vector and λ+ ǫi
is still a partition. By [15] these shift operators occur naturally in our setting: For fixed w ∈ Z, the
multiplication operator
φ(ζ) 7→ (ζ|w)φ(ζ)
and the Jordan differentiation operator
φ(ζ) 7→ (∂ζφ)Qζw
are shift operators of this kind. Thus there exist linear operators Mλi (w), D
λ
i (w) from PλZ to Pλ+ǫiZ,
depending anti-linearly on w ∈ Z such that for all φ ∈ PλZ we have
(ζ|w)φ(ζ) =
r∑
i=1
(Mλi (w)φ)(ζ),
(∂ζφ)Qζw =
r∑
i=1
(Dλi (w)φ)(ζ).
Theorem 2.12. For g ∈ G the cocycle (2.19) has a factorization
[g]z = (∂zg)B
1/2
z,g−1(0) expS(g
−1(0))B−1/2z,g−1(0)
where ∂zg and B
1/2
z,w are diagonal operators, and S(w) is the ’shift’ operator matrix with non-zero entries
S(w)λλ+ǫi = nM
λ
i (w) −Dλi (w).
Proof. Since w−z = B−1/2w,−zw, we have tw−z = tB−1/2w,−zw
= B
1/2
z,−w tw B
−1/2
z,−w, using (2.7). Putting w =
−g−1(0), we obtain with (2.19) the identity
[g]z = (∂zg)B
1/2
z,g−1(0) t−g−1(0)B
−1/2
z,g−1(0).
By [12] the Lie algebra gC of GC consists of certain polynomial maps γ : Z → Z of degree ≤ 2. Using
the quadratic representation (4.7) we have
tw = exp(Qζw) ∀w ∈ Z.
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For the action (2.21), this implies
t
πn
w = exp((Qζw)
π˙n),
where π˙n denotes the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebra g
C. Thus it suffices to compute (Qζw)
π˙n .
Differentiating (2.21) yields
γπ˙nφ(ζ) = (∂ζφ)γ(ζ) − n
p
tr(∂ζγ)φ(ζ).
Since tr(∂ζ Qζw) = 2 tr ζw
∗ = p(ζ|w) we obtain
((Qζw)
π˙nφ)(ζ) = (∂ζφ)Qζw − n(ζ|w)φ(ζ).
For φ ∈ PλZ it follows that
((Qζw)
π˙nφ)(ζ) =
r∑
i=1
(Diλ(w) − nM iλ(w))φ
with (Dλi (w) − nMλi (w))φ ∈ Pλ+ǫiZ. 
3. Intertwining operators
For a deeper study of the ’big’ Hilbert space, e.g. the classification of covariant reproducing kernels,
we need its decomposition into the
(
n+r
r
)
inequivalent isotypic components under the representation
(2.25). For each partition λ ≤ n, we will describe the associated components via intertwining oper-
ators which are unique up to a constant multiple. Related problems are also studied in [13] under the
aspect of decomposition of tensor products of G-representations. We will describe these intertwiners
both in terms of integral and differential operators.
Theorem 3.1. For each partition λ ≤ n an intertwining operator Iλ : H2ν (D,PλZ)→ H2ν (D,PnZ) is
given by
(IλΦ)z(ζ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
z+ζ,x
∆ν+nz,x
Φx(Bx,x((z + ζ)
x − zx)). (3.1)
Proof. Since Iλ is K-invariant, it suffices to consider the transvections gy with y ∈ D. For z, x ∈ D we
have
B1/2y,y z
gy(x) = B1/2y,y z
y+B1/2y,y x
−y
= B1/2y,y (z
y)B
1/2
y,y x
−y
= (B1/2y,y z
y)B
−1/2
y,y B
1/2
y,y x
−y
= (B1/2y,y z
y)(x
−y).
Applying the ’addition formula’ [12]
(u+ v)x = ux +B−1u,x(v
(xu))
to u = −y and v = B1/2y,y zy it follows that
B−1y,−xB
1/2
y,y z
gy(x) = B−1y,−x((B
1/2
y,y z
y)(x
−y)) = ((B1/2y,y z
y − y)x − (−y)x = (g−y(z))x − (−y)x.
As a consequence we obtain
g−y(z + ζ)
x − g−y(z)x = B−1y,−xB1/2y,y ((z + ζ)gy(x) − zgy(x)).
On the ’big’ Hilbert space the action is
(gβνy Ψ)z(ζ) =
∆
ν/2
y,y ∆nz+ζ,y
∆ν+nz,y
Ψg
−y(z)
(g−y(z + ζ)− g−y(z)).
Therefore
(gβνy IλΦ)z(ζ) =
∆
ν/2
y,y ∆nz+ζ,y
∆ν+nz,y
(IλΦ)g
−y(z)
(g−y(z + ζ)− g−y(z))
=
∆
ν/2
y,y ∆nz+ζ,y
∆ν+nz,y
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
g
−y(z+ζ),x
∆ν+n
g
−y(z),x
(Φx ◦Bx,x)(g−y(z + ζ)x − g−y(z)x)
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=
∆
ν/2
y,y ∆nz+ζ,y
∆ν+nz,y
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
g
−y(z+ζ),x
∆ν+n
g
−y(z),x
(Φx ◦Bx,xB−1y,−xB1/2y,y )((z + ζ)gy(x) − zgy(x)).
On the ’little’ Hilbert space the action is
(gανy Φ)z =
∆
ν/2
y,y
∆νz,y
Φg
−y(z)
◦B1/2y,yB−1z,y.
Equivalently,
(gανy Φ)gy(x) =
∆νx,−y
∆
ν/2
y,y
Φx ◦Bx,−yB−1/2y,y .
Since µ is G-invariant it follows that
(Iλ gανy Φ)z(ζ) =
∫
D
dµ(x′)
∆νx′,x′ ∆
n
z+ζ,x′
∆ν+nz,x′
((gανy Φ)x′ ◦Bx′,x′)((z + ζ)x
′ − zx′)
=
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆ν
gy(x),gy(x)
∆nz+ζ,gy(x)
∆ν+nz,gy(x)
((gανy Φ)gy(x) ◦Bgy(x),gy(x))((z + ζ)gy(x) − zgy(x))
=
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆ν
gy(x),gy(x)
∆νx,−y∆
n
z+ζ,gy(x)
∆
ν/2
y,y ∆
ν+n
z,gy(x)
(Φx ◦Bx,−yB−1/2y,y Bgy(x),gy(x))((z + ζ)gy(x) − zgy(x)).
Thus, in order to verify the intertwining property, we must show that the terms involving the quasi-
determinant and the terms involving the Bergman operators match. As a consequence of (2.4) we
have
∆gy(u),gy(v) = ∆y,y∆
−1
u,−y∆u,v∆
−1
y,−v.
As special cases we obtain
∆gy(x),gy(x) = ∆y,y∆
−1
x,−y∆x,x∆
−1
y,−x,
∆z,gy(x) = ∆y,y∆
−1
g
−y(z),−y∆g−y(z),x∆
−1
y,−x = ∆z,y∆g−y(z),x∆
−1
y,−x,
∆z+ζ,gy(x) = ∆y,y∆
−1
g
−y(z+ζ),−y∆g−y(z+ζ),x∆
−1
y,−x = ∆z+ζ,y∆g−y(z+ζ),x∆
−1
y,−x.
It follows that
∆ν/2y,y ∆
−ν−n
z,y ∆
n
z+ζ,y∆
ν
x,x∆
−ν−n
g
−y(z),x
∆n
g
−y(z+ζ),x
= ∆−ν/2y,y ∆
ν
gy(x),gy(x)
∆νx,−y∆
−ν−n
z,gy(x)
∆nz+ζ,gy(x).
As a consequence of (2.3) we have
Bgy(u),gy(v) = B
1/2
y,y B
−1
u,−yBu,vB
−1
y,−vB
1/2
y,y
and hence Bx,xB
−1
y,−xB
1/2
y,y = Bx,−yB
−1/2
y,y Bgy(x),gy(x). 
We will now show that the intertwiners Iλ can also be expressed in terms of differential operators,
which for the unit ball in Cd can be made very explicit. The following theorem is a far-reaching
generalization of the ’jet construction’ for the unit disk [10].
Theorem 3.2. For each ψ ∈ PλZ and ζ ∈ Z the function
Fψ(ζ, w) :=
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x e
(x|w)∆nζ,x ψ(Bx,xζ
x)
is a (conjugate) polynomial in w ∈ Z, and the associated constant coefficient holomorphic differential
operator, in the variable z, is the intertwining operator
(Iλ(f ⊗ ψ))z(ζ) = (Fψ(ζ, ∂)f)(z).
Here we write Φ ∈ H2ν (D,PλZ) as a (finite sum) of terms Φz(ζ) = f(z)ψ(ζ), where f ∈ O(D) and
ψ ∈ PλZ.
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Proof. The Lie algebra g = aut(D) of G consists of all completely integrable holomorphic vector fields
γ : D → Z, realized as holomorphic differential operators
(γ∂ f)(z) := (∂zf) γ(z)
on holomorphic functions f : D → C. Then the commutation relation[
ξ∂ , η∂
]
= (ξ∂ η − η∂ ξ)∂
holds. For γ ∈ gC consider the infinitesimal actions associated with (2.18) and (2.25), resp. The
intertwining property
γβ˙ν Iλ = Iλ γα˙ν
is valid on the dense subspace of smooth vectors in H2ν (D,PλZ). On the ’little’ Hilbert space the
infinitesimal action, as a function of (z, ζ), has the form
−γα˙νΦ = ν
p
tr(∂zγ) · Φ+ (γ(z))∂ Φ+ ((∂zγ)ζ)δΦ.
Here ()∂ denotes differentiation in the z-variable and ()δ denotes differentiation in the ζ-variable. On
the ’big’ Hilbert space the infinitesimal action, as a function of (z, ζ), has the form
−γβ˙νΦ = (ν + n
p
tr(∂zγ)− n
p
tr(∂z+ζγ) · Φ + (γ(z))∂ Ψ+ (γ(z + ζ)− γ(z))δΦ.
There is a Cartan decomposition gˇ = k ⊕ p, where k is the Lie algebra of all Jordan triple derivations
(identified as linear vector fields) and p consists of all infinitesimal transvections
vˇ = (v −Qzv)∂
for v ∈ Z. We have ∂z vˇ = −2zv∗ and hence
tr(∂z vˇ) = −2 tr(zv∗) = −p(z|v).
It follows that
vˇα˙ν = ν(z|v) + (Qzv)∂ − v∂ + 2{zv∗ζ}δ
on the little Hilbert space. Since
vˇz+ζ − vˇz = Qzv −Qz+ζv = −2{zv∗ζ} −Qζv
we obtain similarly
vˇβ˙ν = ν(z|v)− n(ζ|v) + (Qzv)∂ − v∂ + 2{zv∗ζ}δ + (Qζv)δ
for the big Hilbert space. Here (z|v) and (ζ|v) denote the multiplication operators by (z|v) and (ζ|v),
resp. In both cases the infinitesimal action has the same C-linear part, namely −v∂ . It follows that
v∂Iλ(f ⊗ ψ) = Iλ((v∂f)⊗ ψ)
for all f ∈ PZ and all v ∈ Z. Thus
(Iλ(f ⊗ ψ))z(ζ) = (Fψ(ζ, ∂)f)(z)
is a constant coefficient holomorphic differential operator in the z-variable. Its symbol Fψ(ζ, w), as a
(conjugate) polynomial in w ∈ Z, is determined by the property
Fψ(ζ, w) e
(z|w) = (Fψ(ζ, ∂)e(−|w))(z) = (Iλ(e(−|w)⊗ψ))z(ζ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
z+ζ,x
∆ν+nz,x
e(x|w)ψ(Bx,x((z+ζ)x−zx)).
Putting z = 0 we obtain
Fψ(ζ, w) =
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x e
(x|w)∆nζ,x ψ(Bx,xζ
x).

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We will now specialize to the rank 1 case of the unit ball D in Z = Cd. Define
ζ∂ = (ζ|∂) :=
d∑
i=1
(ζ|ui)u∂i ,
where ui is any orthonormal basis of Z.
Theorem 3.3. For the unit ball D and each 0 ≤ λ ≤ n the operator
Iλ =
n−λ∑
k=0
(−1)k
(2λ+ ν)k
(
n− λ
k
)
(ζ|∂)k =
n−λ∑
k=0
(λ− n)k
(2λ+ ν)k
(ζ|∂)k
k!
=
n−λ∑
k=0
(λ− n)k
(2λ+ ν)k
Ek(ζ, ∂)
is an intertwiner H2ν (D,PλZ)→ H2ν (D,PnZ).
Proof. Consider the probability measure
dµν(x) = cν (1− (x|x))ν−d−1 dx
on D, for parameter ν > d = p− 1. Then∫
D
dµν+λ(w) e
(w|b) (ζ|w)k+ℓ(w|a)ℓ =
∫
D
dµν+λ(w)
(w|b)k
k!
(ζ|w)k+ℓ(w|a)ℓ
=
1
(ν + λ)k+ℓ
(
(w|ζ)k+ℓ
∣∣∣ (w|b)k
k!
(w|a)ℓ
)
F
=
1
(ν + λ)k+ℓ
(
(a∂)ℓ(w|ζ)k+ℓ
∣∣∣(w|b)k
k!
)
F
=
(k + 1)ℓ
(ν + λ)k+ℓ
(ζ|a)ℓ
(
(w|ζ)k
∣∣∣(w|b)k
k!
)
F
=
(k + 1)ℓ
(ν + λ)k+ℓ
(ζ|a)ℓ(ζ|b)k.
The Jordan triple product on Z = Cd is given by
2{uv∗w} = (u|v)w + (w|v)u.
Realizing Cd = C1×d via row vectors, the Bergman operator is Bw,wζ = (1 − ww∗)ζ(1 − w∗w) =
(1− (w|w))(ζ − (ζ|w)w). The quasi-inverse is
ζw = (1− ζw∗)−1ζ = ζ
1− (ζ|w) .
It follows that
Bw,wζ
w =
1− (w|w)
1− (ζ|w) (ζ − (ζ|w)w).
Now let ψ be a λ-homogeneous polynomial. Then
∆nζ,w ψ(Bw,wζ
w) = (1− (ζ|w))n (1− (w|w))
λ
(1− (ζ|w))λ ψ(ζ− (ζ|w)w) = (1− (w|w))
λ (1− (ζ|w))n−λψ(ζ− (ζ|w)w)
=
n−λ∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n− λ
k
)
(ζ|w)k(1− (w|w))λ ψ(ζ − (ζ|w)w).
Therefore we have, for some (known) constant c′ involving the different normalization for ν and ν + λ,
c′
∫
D
dµν(w) e
(w|b)∆nζ,w ψ(Bw,wζ
w) =
n−λ∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n− λ
k
)∫
D
dµν+λ(w) e
(w|b) (ζ|w)k ψ(ζ − (ζ|w)w)
= c
n−λ∑
k=0
(−1)k
(2λ+ ν)k
(
n− λ
k
)
(ζ|b)kψ(ζ),
where c = λ+ν−12λ+ν−1 is independent of k, and the last step follows from the calculation∫
D
dµν+λ(w) e
(w|b) (ζ|w)k (ζ − (ζ|w)w|a)λ =
λ∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
λ
ℓ
)
(ζ|a)λ−ℓ
∫
D
dµν+λ(w) e
(w|b) (ζ|w)k+ℓ(w|a)ℓ
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=
λ∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
λ
ℓ
)
(ζ|a)λ−ℓ (k + 1)ℓ
(ν + λ)k+ℓ
(ζ|a)ℓ(ζ|b)k = c
(2λ+ ν)k
(ζ|a)λ(ζ|b)k,
based on the formula
λ∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
λ
ℓ
)
Γ(a+ ℓ)
Γ(b+ ℓ)
=
B(λ+ b− a, a)
Γ(b− a) .
On the other hand
(ζ|∂) e(z|b) ψ(ζ) = (ζ|ui)u∂i e(z|b) ψ(ζ) = (ζ|ui)(ui|b)e(z|b) ψ(ζ) = (ζ|b)e(z|b) ψ(ζ)
and therefore (ζ|∂)k e(z|b) ψ(ζ) = (ζ|b)k e(z|b) ψ(ζ). 
It would be of interest to obtain explicit formulas for the intertwining differential operators, e.g. in
the case of the Lie balls of rank 2.
4. Reproducing kernels
We now consider the vector-valued Bergman spaces H2ν (D,V ), which also depend on the scalar pa-
rameter ν, and their reproducing matrix kernel functions, denoted by Kνz,w. The following two properties
were already mentioned in Section 1.
Lemma 4.1. In general, we have the covariance property
gαν Kνw = det(∂wg)
ν/pKνgw([g]∗w)−1
for the reproducing kernel of Kν of H2ν (D,V ).
Proof. Let Φ ∈ H2ν (D,V ) and ψ ∈ V. Then
(Φ|gαν Kνw ψ) = (g−ανΦ|Kνw ψ) = ((g−ανΦ)w|ψ)V = (det(∂wg)ν/p[g]−1w Φgw|ψ)V
= det g′(w)
ν/p
(Φgw|([g]∗w)−1ψ)V = det(∂wg)
ν/p
(Φ|Kνgw([g]∗w)−1ψ).

Corollary 4.2.
Kνz,w = det(∂zg)ν/p det(∂wg)ν/p [g]−1z Kνgz,gw ([g]∗w)−1. (4.1)
Proof. Since gαν is unitary, it follows that
Kνz,w = (Kνz )∗Kνw = (gανKνz )∗(gαKνw) = det(∂zg)ν/p (Kνgz([g]∗z)−1)∗det(∂wg)
ν/pKνgw([g]∗w)−1
= det(∂zg)
ν/p det(∂wg)ν/p [g]
−1
z (Kνgz)∗Kνgw ([g]∗w)−1 = det(∂zg)ν/p det(∂wg)ν/p [g]−1z Kνgz,gw ([g]∗w)−1.

As a consequence we obtain
Lemma 4.3.
Kνx,x = ∆−νx,x [gx]0Kν0,0 [gx]∗0. (4.2)
Proof. Apply (4.1) to g = gx and z = w = 0. 
We may write
Kνz,w = ∆−νz,w J νz,w, (4.3)
where J νz,w is obtained by polarizing
J νx,x = [gx]0Kν0,0 [gx]∗0.
In general this is not a positive definite kernel.
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For the ’little’ Hilbert space H2ν (D,PλZ), the reproducing kernel is essentially unique, and can be
expressed in closed form:
Proposition 4.4. For each partition λ the reproducing kernel Kν,λw : PλZ → H2ν (D,PλZ) is (after
normalization) given by
(Kν,λw ψ)z(ζ) = ∆−νz,w ψ(B−1z,wζ) = ∆−νz,w (J λz,wψ)(ζ) ∀ψ ∈ PλZ. (4.4)
Here
(J λz,wψ)(ζ) = (Bπz,wψ)(ζ) = ψ(B−1z,wζ)
is independent of ν.
Proof. The general covariance formula (1.9) yields
Kν,λx,x = ∆−νx,x(∂0gx)(∂0gx)∗.
Now the assertion follows with (2.15). 
Proposition 4.5. On reproducing kernel functions the intertwiner (3.1) has the value
(Iλ(Kν,λw ψ))z(ζ) =
∆nz+ζ,w
∆ν+nz,w
ψ((z + ζ)w − zw)
for all ψ ∈ PλZ.
Proof. The reproducing property of (4.4) yields
(Φw|ψ)F = (Φ|Kν,λw ψ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x
(
Φx
∣∣∣(Kν,λw q)x ◦Bx,x)
F
=
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x
∆νx,w
(
Φx
∣∣∣q ◦B−1x,wBx,x)
F
for all Φ ∈ H2ν (D,PλZ). Now consider the holomorphic map
D ∋ x 7→ Φx := ∆−ν−nx,z ∆nx,z+ζ Eλ(z+ζ)x−zx ∈ PλZ.
Then
(Iλ(Kν,λw ψ))z(ζ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
z+ζ,x
∆ν+nz,x
((Kνwψ)x ◦Bx,x)((z + ζ)x − zx)
=
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
z+ζ,x
∆ν+nz,x ∆νx,w
(ψ ◦B−1x,wBx,x)((z + ζ)x − zx)
=
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x∆
n
z+ζ,x
∆ν+nz,x ∆νx,w
(
Eλ(z+ζ)x−zx
∣∣∣ψ ◦B−1x,wBx,x)
F
=
∫
D
dµ(x)
∆νx,x
∆νx,w
(
Φx
∣∣∣ψ ◦B−1x,wBx,x)
F
= (Φw|ψ)F
=
∆nz+ζ,w
∆ν+nz,w
(Eλ(z+ζ)w−zw |ψ)F =
∆nz+ζ,w
∆ν+nz,w
ψ((z + ζ)w − zw)
using the reproducing property of Eλ with respect to the Fischer-Fock inner product. 
We may describe Kν,λz,w in terms of its integral kernel
Kν,λz,w(ζ, ω) := (Eλζ |Kν,λz,wEλω)F = (Kν,λz,wEλω)(ζ) = ∆−νz,w Eλω(B−1z,wζ) = ∆−νz,w Eλ(B−1z,wζ, ω)
with respect to Gauss measure. Using an orthonormal basis
Φαz (ζ) =
∑
i
pα,i(z) qα,i(ζ) (4.5)
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of H2ν (D,PλZ) we have Kν,λz,w =
∑
α
Φαz (Φ
α
w)
∗ ∈ End(PλZ) and hence
Kν,λz,w(ζ, ω) =
∑
α
Φαz (ζ)Φ
α
w(ω). (4.6)
For the ’big’ Hilbert spaces H2ν (D,PnZ) the G-action is not irreducible and covariant kernel functions
are not unique. All possible G-covariant kernel functions are obtained as follows: Choose a tuple
c = (cλ)λ≤n
of constants cλ > 0. Then there exists a unique K-invariant inner product on PnZ =: Pnc Z such that
the resulting Hilbert space H2ν (D,Pnc Z) has the orthonormal basis {
√
cλIλΦα}, using the intertwiners
Iλ and the orthonormal basis (4.5). The reproducing kernel Kν,cz,w ∈ End(Pnc Z) is determined by
Kν,cz,w(ζ, ω) :=
∑
λ
cλ
∑
α
(IλΦα)z(ζ)(IλΦα)w(ω). (4.7)
Lemma 4.6. Every K-invariant sesqui-polynomial F on Z × Z has the form
F (ζ, ω) =
∑
µ
aµ Eµ(ζ, ω)
over partitions µ, for suitable constants aµ.
Proof. In terms of orthonomal bases φmµ of PµZ we may write
F (ζ, ω) =
∑
µ,κ
∑
m,k
am,kµ,κ φ
m
µ (ζ)φ
k
κ(ω)
Since F is K-invariant, the operator
F ♯ :=
∑
µ,κ
∑
m,k
am,kµ,κ φ
m
µ (φ
k
κ)
∗
acting on PZ commutes with the action of K. Since this action is multiplicity-free it follows that F ♯
is a block-diagonal operator. This implies am,kµ,κ = 0 whenever µ 6= κ. Moreover, on each irreducible
subspace PµZ, the operator F ♯ acts as a multiple of the identity. Therefore am,kµ,µ = aµ is independent
of m and k. 
Theorem 4.7. The integral kernel Kν,c0,0 has the form
Kν,c0,0(ζ, ω) =
∑
λ≤n
cλ
∑
λ≤µ≤n
aλµ(ν) Eµ(ζ, ω),
where
A(ν) = (aλµ(ν))λ≤µ (4.8)
is a lower triangular matrix of functions which are continuous in the parameter ν. Moreover, aλλ = 1.
Proof. For any v ∈ Z the element tw = exp(Qζw) ∈ GC acts on PnZ via
(twψ)(ζ) = det(∂ζt−w)−n/p ψ(t−w(ζ)) = (detB−1ζ,w)
−n/p ψ(ζw) = ∆nζ,w ψ(ζ
w).
This implies
(twψ)(ζ) =
∑
µ≤n
∑
m
φmµ (ζ)(φ
m
µ |twψ)F . (4.9)
On the other hand, we have for every γ ∈ gC
f(exp(−γ)(ζ)) =
∑
k≥0
((γδ)k f)(ζ)
for any holomorphic function f(ζ). Here (γδ)k are the differential operator powers of the vector field
γ(ζ)δ. Now let ψ ∈ PλZ. For γ(ζ) = Qζw it follows from [15] that the polynomial (Qζw)δψ has only
components of type λ + ǫi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r. It follows that for each fixed k ≥ 0 the polynomial
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(((Qζw)
δ)k ψ)(ζ) has only components of type µ ≥ λ. The same is true after multiplying with the
ζ-polynomial ∆nζ,w. Since the whole series
∆nζ,w ψ(ζ
w) = ∆nζ,w
∑
k≥0
(((Qζw)
δ)k ψ)(ζ)
belongs to PnZ we can sharpen (4.9) to
(twψ)(ζ) =
∑
λ≤µ≤n
∑
m
φmµ (ζ)(φ
m
µ |twψ)F .
whenever ψ ∈ PλZ. Setting z = 0 in (3.1) we obtain
Iλ(f⊗ψ)0(ζ) =
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x∆
n
ζ,x f(x)ψ(Bx,xζ
x) =
∑
λ≤µ≤n
∑
m
φmµ (ζ)
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x f(x) (φ
m
µ |tx(ψ◦Bx,x))F .
Specializing (4.7) to z = w = 0 we obtain
Kν,c0,0(ζ, ω) =
∑
λ
cλ
∑
α
(IλΦα)0(ζ)(IλΦα)0(ω)
=
∑
λ
cλ
∑
α
∑
λ≤µ,κ≤n
∑
m,k
φmµ (ζ)φ
k
κ(ω)
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x (φ
m
µ |tx(Φαx ◦Bx,x))F
∫
D
dµ(y)∆νy,y (ty(Φ
α
y ◦By,y)|φkκ)F
=
∑
λ
cλ
∑
λ≤µ,κ≤n
∑
m,k
am,kµ,κ (ν)φ
m
µ (ζ)φ
k
κ(ω),
where
am,kµ,κ (ν) =
∑
α
∫
D
dµ(x)∆νx,x (φ
m
µ |tx(Φαx ◦Bx,x))F
∫
D
dµ(y)∆νy,y (ty(Φ
α
y ◦By,y)|φkκ)F
is continuous in ν. Since the sesqui-polynomial Kν,c0,0 is K-invariant, Lemma (4.6) implies that the non-
zero terms occur only for µ = κ and am,kµ,µ = aµ is independent of m and k. 
For the unit ball in Cd, we can describe Kν,c0,0 explicitly.
Theorem 4.8. For the unit ball in Cd, the general G-covariant kernel has the form
Kν,c0,0(ζ, ω) =
n∑
ℓ=0
(ζ|ω)ℓ
ℓ∑
λ=0
κλℓ (ν)
cλ
λ!
,
where cλ > 0 are arbitrary constants, and (κ
λ
ℓ ) is a lower triangular matrix with universal coefficients
κλℓ (ν) =
( (λ− n)ℓ−λ
(ν + 2λ)ℓ−λ
)2 ∑
p+q=ℓ−λ
(
ν + λ− 1
p
)(
λ
q
)
.
Proof. The explicit form Iλ =
∑
k
µλk Ek(ζ, ∂) obtained in Theorem (3.2) yields
Kν,cz,w(ζ, ω) =
∑
λ
cλ
∑
k,h
µλkµ
λ
h
∑
α
(Ek(ζ, ∂)Φα)z(Eh(ω, ∂)Φα)w.
For p ∈ PZ and q ∈ PλZ we have
Ek(ζ, ∂) p(z)q(ζ)|z=0 = pk(ζ)q(ζ),
where pk ∈ PkZ is the k-th component of p. Using the decomposition (4.5) it follows that
Kν,c0,0(ζ, ω) =
∑
λ
cλ
∑
k,h
µλkµ
λ
h
∑
α,i,j
pα,ik (ζ)q
α,i(ζ)pα,jh (ω)q
α,j(ω) =
∑
λ
cλ
∑
k,h
µλkµ
λ
hKν,λk,h(ζ, ω), (4.10)
where Kν,λk,h(ζ, ω) denotes the component of degree k in z and degree h in w, resp. Since
B−1z,wζ = Bzw,−wζ = (1+(z
w|w))(ζ+(ζ|w)zw) =
(
1+
(z|w)
1− (z|w)
)(
ζ+
(ζ|w)z
1− (z|w)
)
=
1
1− (z|w)
(
ζ+
(ζ|w)z
1− (z|w)
)
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it follows from (4.4) that
Kν,λz,w(ζ, ω) = (1− (z|w))−ν
1
λ!
(B−1z,wζ|ω)λ = (1− (z|w))−ν−λ
1
λ!
(
(ζ|ω) + (ζ|w)(z|ω)
1− (z|w)
)λ
=
1
λ!
λ∑
q=0
(
λ
q
)
(ζ|ω)λ−q(ζ|w)q(z|ω)q(1− (z|w))−ν−λ−q
=
1
λ!
λ∑
q=0
(
λ
q
)
(ζ|ω)λ−q(ζ|w)q(z|ω)q
∑
p≥0
(
ν + λ+ q + p− 1
p
)
(z|w)p.
Choosing the components of degree k in z and degree h in w we obtain non-zero terms for k = h and
Kν,λk,k(ζ, ω)|0,0 =
1
λ!
(ζ|ω)λ+k
∑
p+q=k
(
ν + λ+ k − 1
p
)(
λ
q
)
.
In view of (4.10) this implies
Kν,c0,0(ζ, ω) =
n∑
λ=0
cλ
n−λ∑
k=0
(µλk)
2Kν,λk,k(ζ, ω)
=
n∑
λ=0
cλ
λ!
n−λ∑
k=0
( (λ− n)k
(ν + 2λ)k
)2
(ζ|ω)λ+k
∑
p+q=k
(
ν + λ+ k − 1
p
)(
λ
q
)
=
n∑
ℓ=0
(ζ|ω)ℓ
ℓ∑
λ=0
( (λ− n)ℓ−λ
(ν + 2λ)ℓ−λ
)2 ∑
p+q=ℓ−λ
(
ν + ℓ− 1
p
)(
λ
q
)
cλ
λ!
where in the last step we have put ℓ = λ+ k. 
5. Boundedness of multiplication operators
We will now apply the structure of reproducing kernels to study boundedness of multiplication
operators
(f◦Φ)z(ζ) = f(z)Φz(ζ)
for bounded holomorphic functions f ∈ O(D). The following Lemma is well-known.
Lemma 5.1. Let H be a Hilbert space consisting of holomorphic maps on some domain D ⊂ Cd taking
values in V = Ck. Assume that it possesses a reproducing kernel K. Then the multiplication by the
coordinate functions is bounded on H if and only if there exists a real number b such that
Lz,w := (b2 − (z|w))Kz,w ∀ z, w ∈ D
is positive (semi-definite) on D, with values in End(V ).
Proof. A dense subset of H is obtained by taking finite sums
Φ =
∑
h
Kzhψh
of kernel vectors, with zh ∈ D and ψh ∈ V. The eigenvalue equation
z◦iKzψ = ziKzψ
implies that T :=
d∑
i=1
z◦i z
◦
i satisfies
(Φ|TΦ) =
d∑
i=1
∑
h,k
(z◦iKzhψh|z◦iKzkψk) =
d∑
i=1
∑
h,k
zih z
i
k(Kzhψh|Kzkψk) =
∑
h,k
(zh|zk)(ψh|Kzh,zkψk)
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and, similarly,
(Φ|(b2 − T )Φ) =
∑
h,k
(b2 − (zh|zk))(Kzhψh|Kzkψk) =
∑
h,k
(ψh|Lzh,zkψk).
This proves that the boundedness of the multiplication by the coordinate functions implies positivity
of the kernel L. The proof in the other direction follows exactly as in [2, Section 3.2] 
As an application we consider the classical case of the Hilbert space Hν of holomorphic functions on
the unit ball D = Bd ⊂ Cd, with reproducing kernel ∆−νz,w = (1 − (z|w))−ν , for ν > 0. The Bergman
space corresponds to ν = d+1. The binomial expansion shows that ∆−νz,w is a positive definite kernel on
Bd for all ν > 0. The monomials form an orthogonal basis in the Hilbert space H
2
ν (D,C) determined
by this positive definite kernel and for the norm we have∣∣∣zI ∣∣∣−1
ν
= (−1)|I|
(−ν
|I|
)( |I|
i1 · · · , id
)
,
where I = (i1, . . . , id) and |I| = i1 + · · ·+ id. The multiplication by the coordinate functions z◦1 , . . . , z◦d
on H2ν (D,C) are bounded. For ν ≥ d, the inner product ofH2ν (D,C) is induced by a measure supported
on the closed unit ball (if ν = d, the support is the boundary of the ball). In this case, the boundedness
is evident. In general, the boundedness is established by showing that the operator z◦1z
◦
1 + · · ·+ z◦dz◦d is
the diagonal operator |I|+1ν+|I| Id, where Id is the identity operator on the monomials of degree |I|. Clearly,
this diagonal operator on H2ν (D,C) is bounded for all ν > 0. However, a different argument using
the above Lemma will be useful in the more general context. Thus to prove that the multiplication
operators z◦1 , . . . , z
◦
d are bounded on H
2
ν (D,C), it is enough to show that (b
2 − (z|w))∆−νz,w is a positive
kernel for some b ∈ R. Now we have
(b2−(z|w))∆−νz,w = b2+
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k+1
(( −ν
k + 1
)
+
(−ν
k
))
(z|w)k+1 = b2+
∞∑
k=0
(ν)k
(k + 1)!
(
b2−k + 1
ν + k
)
(z|w)k+1.
Therefore, if ν ≥ 1, choosing b = 1 will ensure the positivity of (b2 − (z|w))∆−νz,w . On the other hand,
for 0 < ν < 1, choosing b = 1ν will do.
In the general setting, let π be an irreducible holomorphic representation of KC, with highest weight
Λ0. The Wallach set Wπ , consisting of all parameters ν ≥ 0 such that the corresponding (scalar or
matrix valued) kernel Kνz,w is positive, is a union of an open half-line {ν : ν > νπ} (continuous part)
and a finite subset of [0, νπ] (discrete part) [18]. For the scalar-valued Bergman spaces, corresponding
to the trivial representation, the Faraut-Koranyi formula (2.22) implies
W0 = {ia
2
: 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1} ∪ {ν : ν > a
2
(r − 1)}.
Thus the cut-off point in the scalar case is
ν0 =
a
2
(r − 1).
In particular, ν0 = 0 for the unit ball. Now consider the kernel functions Kν,λz,w associated with a partition
λ. Let Wλ denote the corresponding Wallach set, with cutoff parameter νλ. The empty partition λ = 0
corresponds to the scalar case. By [8, Theorem 2.1] the representation PλZ has the highest weight
Λ0 = −
r∑
i=1
λiγi
with respect to the Harish-Chandra strongly orthogonal roots γ1 < . . . < γr. Consider the character
Λ1(uv
∗) =
1
2
(u|v) = 1
p
tr(uv∗)
on kC, normalized by
Λ1Hγi = 2Λ1(eie
∗
i ) = (ei|ei) = 1 ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
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Then we have
(e−νΛ1 ⊗ π)(B−1x,x) = (eνΛ1Bx,x)B−πx,x = detBν/px,x B−πx,x = ∆νx,xB−πx,x.
Since ∂0gx = B
1/2
x,x it follows that the inner product for the little Hilbert spaces (2.17) corresponds
to the choice of holomorphic representation e−νΛ1 ⊗ π. By [18] there exists a cut-off νλ such that the
continuous part of the Wallach set is given by ν > νλ. In the special case of the unit disk D, the little
Hilbert spaces H2ν (D,PλC) are generated by the kernel functions
(1− zw)−ν(1 − zw)−2λ = (1− zw)−ν−2λ
for 0 ≤ λ ≤ n. Thus for the unit disk the continuous part of the Wallach set is determined by ν+2λ > 0.
In general, we have
Proposition 5.2. Let ν > νλ+
a
2 (r−1). Then the multiplication operators z◦i by the coordinate functions
are bounded on the Hilbert space H2ν (D,PλZ).
Proof. Since ν = νλ + ǫ+
a
2 (r − 1) + ǫ for some ǫ > 0 by assumption, it follows that
(b2 − (z|w))(Kν,λw Φ)z(ζ) = (b2 − (z|w))∆−νz,wΦ(B−1z,wζ) =
(
(b2 − (z|w))∆−a(r−1)/2−ǫz,w
)
∆−νλ−ǫz,w Φ(B
−1
z,wζ).
By the definition of νλ, we see that ∆
−νλ−ǫ
z,w Φ(B
−1
z,wζ) is positive for any ǫ > 0. It is well-known (cf. [1,
Theorem 4.1] and [2, Theorem 1.1]) that the multiplication operators on the weighted Bergman spaces
H2ν (D,C) are bounded for ν >
a
2 (r − 1). Hence there exists b for which (b2 − (z|w))∆
−a(r−1)/2−ǫ
z,w is
positive. Since the Schur product (point-wise product) of two positive kernels is again positive, the
proof is complete. 
As the main result of this section we give a criterion for boundedness on the ’big’ Hilbert space
H2ν (D,Pnc Z), generalizing the argument given in [9, Theorem 4.1].
Lemma 5.3. Consider the matrix A(ν) = (aλµ(ν)) defined in (4.8). Then for any choice ν, ν∗ >
a
2 (r−1),
the open set
Cνν∗ := {c > 0 : A(ν∗)−1A(ν)c > 0}
is non-empty.
Proof. The condition
c
′ = A(ν∗)−1A(ν)c > 0
leads to a finite set of inequalities which can be solved one-by-one since the matrices A(ν) are lower-
triangular. 
Theorem 5.4. Let νn := max{νλ : λ ≤ n}. Then the multiplication operators z◦1 , . . . , z◦d are bounded
on the Hilbert space H2ν (D,Pnc Z) whenever ν > νn + a2 (r − 1) and c ∈ Cννn . For the unit ball, the
multiplication operators are bounded for ν > νn and every c > 0.
Proof. By (4.3) and (6.2), we have
Kν,cz,w = ∆−νz,w J ν,cz,w ∀ z, w ∈ D,
where
J ν,cz,w = Bπ˙n/2z,w tπ˙nw Kν,c0,0 tπ˙n ∗z Bπ˙n/2z,w . (5.1)
Now let ν > νn +
a
2 (r − 1). Assume that c > 0 and νn < ν′ < ν − a2 (r − 1) satisfy
c
′ = A(ν′)−1A(ν)c > 0.
Then A(ν)c = A(ν′)c′ and Theorem (4.7) implies Kν,c0,0 = Kν
′,c′
0,0 . By (5.1), it follows that J ν,cz,w = J ν
′,c′
z,w .
Since ν− ν′ > a2 (r− 1), it follows as in the proof of Proposition (5.2) that (b2− (z|w))∆ν
′−ν
z,w is positive
for some constant b. For each partition λ ≤ n we have ν′ > νλ by assumption, and hence ν′ belongs to
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the Wallach set for λ, i.e., Kν′,λz,w is positive. Since c′ > 0 it follows from (4.7) that Kν
′,c′
z,w is also positive.
Thus
(b2 − (z|w))Kν,cz,w = (b2 − (z|w))∆−νz,wJ ν,cz,w =
(
(b2 − (z|w))∆ν′−νz,w
)
∆−ν
′
z,wJ ν,cz,w
=
(
(b2 − (z|w))∆ν′−νz,w
)
∆−ν
′
z,wJ ν
′,c′
z,w =
(
(b2 − (z|w))∆ν′−νz,w
)
Kν′,c′z,w .
is again realized as the Schur product of two positive kernels. In the general case suppose that
ν > νn +
a
2 (r − 1) and c ∈ Cννn . Then A(νn)−1A(ν)c > 0. Since A(ν) depends continuously on the
parameter ν there exists ǫ > 0 such that ν > νn+
a
2 (r− 1)+ ǫ and c′ := A(νn+ ǫ)−1A(ν)c > 0. Putting
ν′ := νn+ ǫ we have A(ν′)c′ = A(ν)c and ν−ν′ > a2 (r−1). Thus the conditions for the above argument
hold. In the rank 1-case, suppose that ν > νn and c > 0. By continuity, there exists ǫ > 0 such that
ν′ := ν − ǫ > νn and c′ := A(ν − ǫ)−1A(ν)c > 0. 
6. Irreducibility
Unlike (2.18), the representation (2.25) is not irreducible since the ’typical fibre’ PnZ is not irre-
ducible under K. Remarkably, as shown in this section, the ’big’ Hilbert space is still irreducible as
a Hilbert module, i.e., under the multiplication action by bounded holomorphic functions and their
adjoints. This result leads to the important problem to classify all irreducible representations of the
Toeplitz C∗-algebra acting on H2ν (D,PnZ), solved for scalar-valued Bergman spaces in [15, 16].
Let A : H → H′ be an intertwining operator between reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces of holomor-
phic maps D → V , in the sense that
f◦A = Af◦
for all holomorphic multipliers f on D. Here f◦ denotes the module (multiplication) action.
Lemma 6.1. Consider an orthonormal basis φi ∈ V. Then any holomorphic map Φ in H has a repre-
sentation
Φ =
∑
i
(φi|Φ)◦φi,
where the multiplier is induced by the holomorphic function z 7→ (φi|Φz).
Proof. Write Φ as a sum of terms Φz = f(z)φ, where f ∈ O(D) and φ ∈ V. Then
Φz = f(z)φ =
∑
i
f(z)φi(φi|φ) =
∑
i
φi(φi|f(z)φ) =
∑
i
φi(φi|Φz).

Lemma 6.2. Define Az ∈ Hom(V, V ′) by Azφ := (Aφ)z for all φ ∈ V, z ∈ D. Then
(AΦ)z = AzΦz .
Proof. The intertwining property implies
AΦ = A
∑
i
(φi|Φ)◦φi =
∑
i
(φi|Φ)◦Aφi
and hence
(AΦ)z =
∑
i
(φi|Φz)(Aφi)z =
∑
i
(φi|Φz)Azφi = Az(
∑
i
(φi|Φz)φi) = AzΦz.

Proposition 6.3. Any intertwining operator A satisfies
A∗K′w = KwA∗w
for all w ∈ D and the respective kernel functions.
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Proof. Let φ ∈ V, ψ ∈ V ′. Then
(Kzφ|A∗K′wψ) = (AKzφ|K′wψ) = ((AKzφ)w|ψ) = (Aw(Kzφ)w |ψ)
= (AwKw,zφ|ψ) = (φ|Kz,wA∗wψ) = (φ|K∗zKwA∗wψ) = (Kzφ|KwA∗wψ).

As special cases we obtain
Proposition 6.4. If U is a unitary intertwiner, then
K′z,w = UzKz,wU∗w
where U : D → GL(V ) is a holomorphic mapping. If H = H′ and P is a self-adjoint intertwiner, then
PzKz,w = Kz,wP ∗w. (6.1)
Proof. Since U∗K′w = KwU∗w by Proposition (6.3) we obtain K′wψ = UKwU∗wψ for all ψ ∈ V ′. It follows
that
K′z,wψ = (K′wψ)z = (UKwV ∗wψ)z = Uz(KwU∗wψ)z = UzKz,wU∗wψ.
In the self-adjoint case Proposition (6.3) implies PKw = KwP ∗w and we obtain
Kz,wP ∗wφ = (KwP ∗wφ)z = (PKwφ)z = Pz(Kwφ)z = PzKz,wφ
for all φ ∈ V. 
Lemma 6.5. Let P be a self-adjoint intertwiner. Then we have
P ∗0K−1z,0Kz,wK−10,w = K−1z,0Kz,wK−10,wP0
Proof. Putting w = 0 in (6.1) we obtain PzKz,0 = Kz,0P ∗0 . Therefore Pz = Kz,0P ∗0K−1z,0 and hence
P ∗w = K−10,wP0K0,w. With (6.1) it follows that
Kz,0P ∗0K−1z,0Kz,w = Kz,wK−10,wP0K0,w.

For the ’big’ Hilbert space, the cocycle (2.20) yields
Jx,x = Bπn/2x,x tπnx Kν0,0 (tπnx )∗ Bπn/2x,x ,
with the adjoint depending on the choice of K-invariant inner product on Pn
c
Z. Polarizing we obtain
Jz,w = Bπn/2z,w tπnw Kν0,0 (tπnz )∗Bπn/2z,w ∀ z, w ∈ D. (6.2)
Theorem 6.6. The C∗-algebra generated by polynomial multipliers, acting on the ’big’ Hilbert space
H2ν (D,Pnc Z), is irreducible.
Proof. Let P be a self-adjoint projection on H2ν (D,Pnc Z) commuting with polynomial multipliers. Re-
placing P by ∫
K
dk kπn P k−πn (6.3)
we may assume that P is K-invariant. Then the idempotent endomorphism P0 on PnZ is also K-
invariant. Since K acts without multiplicity it follows that P0 is unitarily equivalent to a diagonal
matrix with eigenvalues 0, 1. Thus P0 = P
∗
0 . We put L := Kν0,0 and continue with the following two
claims:
Claim 6.7. P0 commutes with all operators of the form
(t
πn
−zw)
∗ L−1 tπnw L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1 tπn−wz , (6.4)
where (z, w) ∈ Z × Z is quasi-invertible.
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Proof. Applying (2.7) to h = B
1/2
z,w we obtain
B1/2z,wt−w = t−B−1/2w,z w B
1/2
z,w = t−wz B
1/2
z,w .
Suppose first that z, w ∈ D. Since P0 = P ∗0 and Kz,w and Jz,w differ only by a scalar factor, Lemma
(6.5) implies that P0 commutes with
J −1z,0 Jz,wJ−10,w = (tπn−z)∗ L−1Bπn/2z,w tπnw L (tπnz )∗Bπn/2z,w L−1 tπn−w
= (t
πn
−z)
∗Bπn/2z,w L
−1 tπnw L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1Bπn/2z,w t
πn
−w = (B
πn/2
w,z t
πn
−z)
∗ L−1 tπnw L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1Bπn/2z,w t
πn
−w
= (t−zw B1/2w,z)
∗ L−1 tπnw L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1 t−wz B1/2z,w = B
πn/2
z,w (t
πn
−zw)
∗ L−1 tπnw L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1 tπn−wz B
πn/2
z,w .
Since P0 commutes with the endomorphisms B
πn/2
z,w ∈ KC, the assertion follows for z, w ∈ D. Since
(6.4) is sesqui-holomorphic in (z, w), the assertion follows in general. 
The center C× ⊂ KC acts on PnZ via
(s−πnψ)(ζ) = s−nd/p ψ(sζ) ∀ s ∈ C×.
As a special case of (2.7) we have
s−πn tπnz s
πn = t
πn
sz .
An element c ∈ Z is called a tripotent if Qcc = c.
Claim 6.8. Let c ∈ Z be a tripotent. Then P0 commutes with all operators (tπntc )∗ L−1 tπntc , where t ∈ R.
Proof. Let r ∈ R, r > 1, and put z = w = rc. Then
zw =
r
1− r2 c = −s
2z,
where s = 1√
r2−1 . By Lemma (6.7) P0 commutes with the operators (t
πn
s2z)
∗ L−1 tπnz L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1 tπns2z and
therefore also with the operators
L1/2 s−2πn (tπns2z)
∗ L−1 tπnz L (t
πn
z )
∗ L−1 tπns2z s
−2πn L1/2 =
(
L1/2 s−πn(tπnsz )
∗ L−1 tπnsz s
−πnL1/2
)2
.
Taking the positive definite square-root, it follows that P0 commutes with L
1/2 s−πn(tπnsz )
∗ L−1 tπnsz s
−πnL1/2
and hence also with
(t
πn
sz )
∗ L−1 tπnsz = (t
πn
tc )
∗ L−1 tπntc ,
where
sz =
r√
r2 − 1c = tc
is any multiple of c with t > 1. By analytic continuation, the assertion follows. 
We will now complete the proof of the Theorem. Since t
πn
tc = exp(tQζc)
π˙n , taking the derivative at
t = 0 implies that P0 commutes with
((Qζc)
π˙n)∗L−1 + L−1(Qζc)π˙n .
According to Theorem 2.12 (Qζc)
π˙n is a strictly upper triangular operator, whereas ((Qζc)
π˙n)∗ is strictly
lower triangular. Hence P0 commutes with ((Qζc)
π˙n)∗L−1 and L−1(Qζc)π˙n separately. In particular,
P0 commutes with (Qζc)
π˙n for any tripotent c. By the spectral theorem for Jordan triples [8, 12], P0
commutes with (Qζc)
π˙n for all c ∈ Z. This implies that P0 commutes with the action of KC P+. Since
this group acts transitively on PnZ it follows that P0 = 0 or P0 = 1, for the K-invariant integral (6.3).
This implies that the original P0 is also trivial. 
Note that the above proof uses mainly the facts that the typical fibre V = PnZ carries an irreducible
holomorphic representation of KC P+ which is multiplicity-free under restriction to K.
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